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Abstract 
This paper presents a generic approach, to generate symbolic dependency relations between the variations on the dimensional parameters for 
a family of over-constrained structure. We call structure a set of rigid parts interconnected together with mechanical linkages. A structure is 
over-constrained when the size of parts are not independent of each other. 
To achieve our goal, we propose the following method. Firstly, parameters are divided into two categories: dimensional parameters and 
configuration parameters. Dimensional parameters represent the size of the parts and configuration parameters represent the relative position 
between the parts. Symbolic closed-loop equations model the geometric problem. They represent the dependency between two types of 
parameters. To generate symbolic equations under dimensional parameters, we use a generic method of elimination, based on Gröbner basis 
computation. These symbolic relations are called “compatibility equations”, which guarantee the existence of the studied mechanical assembly. 
Generally, there are many more dimensional parameters than compatibility equations. 
In this paper, compatibility equations are regarded as implicit functions. We apply the implicit function theorem to generate symbolic 
differential equations which govern the variations of the clearance between the components. For that, the set of dimensional parameters is 
separated into two subsets: independent and dependent dimensional parameters. Maximum and minimum clearances are calculated by 
simulating harmonic variations of the rigid parts size. The solution of the differential equations allows a fast simulation. 
The presented generic approach is applied on a 2D over-constrained assembly. Symbolic and numerical results show the feasibility of this 
generic approach. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of 13th CIRP conference on Computer Aided Tolerancing. 
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1. Main text  
To develop and expand an industrial product, the design 
teams need many CAD-CAM tools to quickly evaluate the 
different solutions they imagine. When it comes to over-
constrained mechanical structures, a major problem is 
tolerance allocation and clearance determination. Indeed, 
tolerance allocation determines the involved manufacturing 
processes and tools, as well as the clearance values. Hence, it 
highly impacts both the cost and the performance of the 
product. Over-constrained mechanical structures deserve a 
great attention since they need particular geometric conditions 
for their good functioning.  
There is no known general method to solve this problem in 
the case of over-constrained systems. In particular, a first 
obstacle is the lack of generic model to establish the 
relationship between the nominal dimensions and the 
variations of these nominal dimensions, which makes it 
impossible to establish a clearance mathematical model. 
So far, two research communities offer models and tools 
around this subject. In robotic or kinematic field, most of 
researches are focused on the local or global mobility of over-
constrained mechanisms. It is inevitable to mention the rank 
deficiency of the Jacobian matrix [1-2], the motion group 
theory [3] and the screw theory [4-7], etc. For specific class of 
mechanism, over-constrained conditions are given in a 
symbolic form. But few of them talked about assembly aspect. 
In the geometric tolerancing field, researches are focused 
on geometric variations around nominal over-constrained 
mechanical structures. In [8] Bo compares different models 
used by some research teams. We can mention the Jacobian 
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model [9], the vector loop model [10], and the torsor model 
[11], etc. Over-constrained conditions are given in a 
numerical form around a nominal position and they are 
obtained for generic assemblies.  
Nowadays, as many effective methods allow a local 
expression of dependency relationships between the variations 
of nominal dimensions, the authors presented their research 
on both assembly and mobility local conditions using 
parametric approaches in [12-14]. These methods are applied 
on Bennett 4R linkage and Goldberg 5R linkage. 
In the present paper, we propose to generate symbolic 
dependency relations between the variations on the 
dimensional parameters. Our proposal will be illustrated with 
a toy example, to follow the algebraic development in detail. 
These relationships will be discussed in conclusion. And the 
problem of clearance determination will be explored in 
another publication. 
For this purpose, two categories of design parameters are 
used: dimensional parameters called u  and configuration 
parameters called m . Dimensional parameters represent the 
size of the parts and configuration parameters represent the 
relative position between the parts. The symbolic closed-loop 
equations, that model the geometric problem, are obtained in a 
classic manner. They represent the dependency between u  
and m  parameters. 
By definition, a mechanical system is called “over-
constrained” when these equations form an over-constrained 
algebraic system with respect to the m  parameters (fewer 
configuration parameters than constraints). An algebraic 
solution exists only if the dimensional parameters respect one 
(or more) relationship(s). These dependencies are called 
assembly conditions. When the dimensional parameters 
respect the assembly conditions, the closed-loop equations 
form a consistent over-constrained system. Therefore, at least 
one solution exists. 
Compared with traditional numerical approach based on an 
initial configuration, the generated assembly conditions can 
provide directly an initial configuration to the designer. That 
is one of reasons which motivate us to publish this paper. 
In an over-constrained structure, the dimensions of the 
parts are not independent. However, the assembly conditions, 
very difficult to obtain as we shall see, form an algebraically 
undetermined system, called under-constrained. So, the 
assembly conditions are easy to solve when an arbitrary 
choice of independent parameters is done. There is an infinite 
number of “set of compatible part dimensions ( u  
parameters)”. In other words, assembly conditions can be 
used to guarantee the existence of a closed-loop system. 
Moreover, the obtaining of assembly conditions shown in this 
paper could be automated for industrial use. For more 
information, the reader may consult the Ph.D thesis [15]. 
The simulation tool presented in this article allows at first 
exhibiting the global assembly conditions (see Eq. (21)), and 
second evaluating the impact of variations of the independent 
dimensions on the variations of the dependent dimensions. 
Compared with [14], differential equations are computed 
directly from global assembly conditions, which have never 
been published. 
1.1. Case study 
The case study is the plane rigid structure represented in 
Fig. 1. This assembly is composed of 6 links and 8 revolute 
joints. Directions of all joints are parallel. Lengths are shown 
in lowercase italic letters. 
 
Fig. 1. A six-bar linkage 
The four links AB, EF, GH, and CD are connected at both 
ends. The two links BC and AD are connected at both ends 
and also to two other locations. Position of these intermediate 
joints will be defined in paragraph 2.3. 
2. Generation of compatibility equation 
2.1. Parameters and closure equations 
As mentioned in introduction, parameters can be divided 
into two categories: dimensional parameters and configuration 
parameters, noted u  and m , respectively.  
There are different ways to describe the geometry of a 
mechanical system, Cartesian and non-Cartesian methods for 
example. Generally, to write closure equations is to establish 
relations between dimensional parameters and configuration 
parameters. Therefore, closure equations can be expressed as 
follows: 
( , ) 0f u m   (1) 
Where nu  and n  is the dimensional parameter 
space; vm  and v is the configuration parameter space. 
Suppose a couple sets of values 0 0( , )u m  which characterizes 
a closed-loop mechanical structure, with 0u u  and 0m m , 
these couple sets of values should respect Eq. (1) such as: 
0 0( , ) 0f u m   (2) 
Our goal in the next step is to calculate compatibility 
equation only involving dimensional parameters 0u . 
2.2. Generation of compatibility equation 
In order to obtain compatibility equation which only 
depends on dimensional parameters, all configuration 
parameters should be eliminated. 
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The method of Gröbner basis is a powerful symbolic 
computation tool. It has been fruitfully applied to many 
problems in the theory of polynomial ideals. Besides, the 
algorithms of Gröbner basis computation are integrated in 
some software such as Maple. The algorithm of Gröbner basis 
allows eliminating several parameters at the same time in 
original polynomial system so that it can be used to generate 
compatibility equation. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with concepts and 
definitions related to Gröbner basis computations, in 
particular the notations of reduction of a polynomial by 
another polynomial, S-polynomials and completion algorithm. 
For an introduction of Gröbner basis, the reader may consult 
[16-19]. We will outline here the most useful notations. 
Let K be a field and > @1,..., nK x x (or > @K X  for short) the 
polynomial ring over K  in the indeterminate > @1,..., nx x . Let 
I be an ideal in > @K X . 
Definition: with a choosing term ordering, a finite set of 
polynomials G  is a Gröbner basis for I  iff ( )G I  ( G  
generates I ) and 0Ff I f  o , for all > @f K X . 
Where F is a set of polynomials and 0Ff o  means f is 
reducible to 0 modulo F .  
In other words, one can find a set of polynomials G such 
that ( ) ( )Ideal G Ideal F  and G is a Gröbner basis. This 




There are many definitions for Gröbner basis. Briefly, a 
Gröbner basis is a set of multivariate polynomials that has 
“nice properties” so that many fundamental problems that are 
formulated in terms of Ideal I can be solved elegantly [17]. 
For our elimination problem, the following lemma is useful. 
Lemma: let I  be an ideal in > @K X  and G  a Gröbner 
basis for I  with respect lexicographic ordering  with 
1 2 ... nx x x . Then, for 1 i nd d  
> @ > @1 1,..., ( ,..., )i iI K x x G K x x    
As a consequence, a basis for the i-th elimination ideal 
> @1,..., nI K x x  of a finite Gröbner basis G  can be 
obtained by just taking those polynomials in G  that depend 
only on the first i  indeterminates [20].  
There are several algorithms to compute Gröbner basis 
such as Buchberger [16], F4 [21] and F5 [22], etc. Since some 
of them have been integrated in calculation software such as 
Matlab and Maple, the authors use Maple with F4 (“FGb” 
package), developed by J.-C. Faugère of Paris VI University, 
to compute the elimination of configuration parameters in our 
polynomial equations. 
In next subsection, we will present the generic approach. 
And we will apply it on six-bar linkage. 
2.3. Test case implementation 
 
Fig. 2. Cartesian coordinate associated to six-bar linkage 
To study the plane six-bar linkage in Fig. 1, a Cartesian 
frame in two dimensions is associated with the system. Fixed 
on the origin, revolute A , which is regarded as a point, is 
labeled with the pair  0,0 . Similarly, revolute, B , C , D  
are labeled with pairs  ,x y ,  ,s t ,  ,0w , as shown in Fig. 
2. 
In this example, a , b , c , d , e  and h , which are 
lengths of links, are considered as dimensional parameters 
while the elements x , y , s , t  and w are regarded as 
configuration parameters. 
The system of closure equations can be characterized by 
Eqs.(3)-(8). 
 2 2 0AB a   (3) 
 2 2 0AC AB b    (4) 
 2 2 0AD AC c    (5) 
 2 2 0AD d   (6) 
 2 2 0FA AB BE e     (7) 
 2 2 0HA AB BG h     (8) 
 
We consider that: 
1FA DAO  (9) 
2BE BCO  (10) 
1HA DAP  (11) 
2BG BCP  (12) 
 
Substituting Eqs. (9)-(12) in Eqs. (3)-(8), we can obtain 
Eqs. (13)-(18): 
Start with FG  :   
For any pair of polynomials ^ `1 2, :f f G  
Compute the “S-polynomial” of ^ `1 2,f f  
And reduce it to a reduced form h  w.r.t. G . 
If 0 h , consider the next pair. 
If 0zh add h  to G and iterate. 
Return G  ; 
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2 2 0AB a   (13) 
 2 2 0AC AB b    (14) 
 2 2 0AD AC c    (15) 
 2 2 0AD d   (16) 
 2 21 2 0DA AB BC eO O     (17) 
 2 21 2 0DA AB BC hP P     (18) 
Since d  is the length of link AD, w  equals to d . Eq. (16) 
is always true. With the help of Cartesian frame, it is easy to 
find out system of equations which depend on dimensional 
parameters a , b , c , d , e , h  and configuration parameters 
x , y , s , t . 
2 2 2
2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2
2 2 2
1 1 1 2 1 2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2
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Therefore, the system of closure equations (19) 
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Now, x , y , s  and t  should be eliminated in order to 
obtain the compatibility equation depending only on a , b , c , 
d , e  and h . The syntax in Maple which allows eliminating 




First line of command loads “FGb” package. In the 
function of elimination “fgb_gbasis_elim”, “f” represents the 
polynomial system, which is closure equations; second option 
is the characteristic of modulo; parameters to be eliminated 
should be put in the third option; parameters should be kept 
are put in the fourth option. For the example of six-bar 
linkage, x , y , s , t  are eliminated and a , b , c , d , e , h  
are kept. As a result, the unique compatibility equation which 
depends only on dimensional parameters is 
2 2 2 4 2 2 4 4 2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 4 2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 4 4 2 2 2 2
2 2
( , , , , , )
-715392 1741824 1741824 193536
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 
   
  
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b e h b h d e d e
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  
   
   
   
   2 4 6
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0450944 1492992
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e h a
b c d e h

      
 (21) 
 
Eq. (21) is also called assembly condition of over-
constrained six-bar linkage. And it is the equation that we are 
looking for. Now, we will continue by showing how to use the 
generated compatibility equation for numerical computation.  
Suppose 40a mm , 95b mm , 100c mm , 
150d mm  and 50e mm , one can find out h  by solving 
Eq. (21). Assuming 0h !  in  , the reader obtains three 
solutions thank to the generated compatibility equation (21):  
 
1 76.441057232910709948h   (22) 
2 63.373161777594036330h   (23) 
3 110.68630371401065067h   (24) 
 
Above solutions verify the assembly condition Eq. (21). 
Once inject these solutions into Eq. (20), Eq. (20) becomes a 
function of x , y , s  and t . Then, they can be computed. 










 § ·¨ ¸ ¨ ¸¨ ¸ ¨ ¸¨ ¸ © ¹
 (25) 
 
When verified in CAO tool, solution Eq. (25) represents 
the system shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3.  The six-bar linkage corresponding to first solution 
1 76.441057232910709948h   
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 (26) 
 
In CAO tool, solution Eq. (26) represents corresponds to 
Fig. 4. 
 
Fig. 4. The six-bar linkage corresponding to second solution 
2 63.373161777594036330h   
However, a six-bar linkage cannot be assembled with 
respect to the third solution because the last one is a parasite 
solution. When solve Eq. (20) on x , y , s  and t , readers can 
obtain six solutions: 
However, a six-bar linkage cannot be assembled with 
respect to the third solution because the last one is a parasite 
solution. When solve Eq. (20) on x , y , s  and t , readers can 
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Solution(iii): 
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Obviously, configuration parameters y  and t  in all these 
six solutions are complex numbers. That is why the six-bar 
linkage cannot be assembled. Hence, when apply the 
compatibility equation for numerical resolution, one should 
always inject the solution in closure equations and find out all 
configuration parameters as real number. Otherwise, the 
studied system may not be assembled. 
3. Differential compatibility equation 
3.1. Building the differential equation 
The compatibility equation is now used to investigate the 
dimensions mutual sensitivity. The principal is to separate the 
dimensional parameters into two sets: the independent 
parameters and the dependent parameters. This segregation is 
not unique, which provides some flexibility in the 
investigation. Nevertheless, only one segregation is 
considered. 
The segregation is designed in such a way that the 
dependent parameters can be formulated as smooth and 
locally unique functions involving the independent parameters. 
From the technical point of view, if the partial derivative of 
the compatibility function with respect to the dependent 
parameters is invertible, the implicit function theorem yields 
the solution. The compatibility function of the test case is  
 , , , , ,k a b c d e h  (27) 
A possible choice for a dependent parameter is e  because 
the partial derivative 
 0 0 0 0 0 0, , , , ,ek a b c d e h  
is invertible. A first application of the implicit function 
theorem yields a differential equation that characterizes 
function  , , , ,e a b c d h     , , , , , , , , ,e a b c d h f a b c d e hc    (28) 
where 
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1 , , , ,e a b c d hf k k  
associated with the initial condition 
 0 0 0 0 0 0, , , ,e a b c d h e  
The implicit function theorem also states that  , , , ,e a b c d h is defined in a neighborhood W  of  0 0 0 0 0, , , ,a b c d h . Differential equation (28) involves the 
partial derivatives of the unknown function  , , , ,e a b c d h  
with respect to its arguments, which does not lead to a 
practical solution. In order to investigate sensitivity, let  
> >           0, , , , ,t a t b t c t d t h t W f   (29) 
be an arbitrary curve of independent parameters such that 
            0 0 0 0 00 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , , , ,a b c d h a b c d h . 
Now, consider the compatibility function (27) where 
independent parameters are replaced by curve (29). 
            , , , , , ,g e t k a t b t c t d t e h t  
Then,  
   0 0 0 0 0 0 0,0 , , , , , 0g e k a b c d e h   
and 
   0 0 0 0 0 0 0,0 , , , , ,e eg e k a b c d e h  
is invertible. So, a second application of the implicit function 
theorem yields an ordinary differential equation (ODE in the 
following)  
   1, ,e te g e t g e tc    (30) 
associated with the initial condition 
  00e e  (31) 
 
The solution curve  t e t  of ODE (30, 31) represents 
the dependent parameter variation under arbitrary variations 
of independent parameters. 
Numerical integration of (30, 31) is an easy way to 
perform the sensitivity investigation. Curve (29) is defined as 
follows. Each dimensional parameter being associated with 
minimum and maximum values, the curves oscillate between 
respective extreme values and they feature non proportional 
frequencies. The typical formula for parameter a  variation is: 
     0 cos2 a
aa t a p t tZ'   
Where max mina a a'    is the range value of parameter 
a , aZ  is the frequency of parameter a  oscillation and 
 
  31 tp t e   
 
insures a smooth start from initial value 0a . Other 
independent parameters variations are designed the same way. 
Feeding ODE (30) with these independent parameters 
variation curves yields a dependent parameter variation  e t  
featuring an oscillatory behavior, as expected. The maximum 
range of oscillations is 
 
max mine e e'    
where 
 ^ `max max , 0e e t t t  
and 
 ^ `min min , 0e e t t t  
The mean value is 
 max min 2meane e e   
 
Clearly, e'  is the clearance interval and meane  is the 
nominal dimension of the dependent parameter e  that are 
induced by the fuzziness of independent parameters. 
3.2. Test case implementation 
Numerical values for parameters are listed in table 1. Initial 
values of all parameters are provided. Frequencies of 
independent parameters are non-proportional in order to “fill” 
the variations arrangements as much as possible. The range 
value is the same for all independent parameters. The range 
value of the dependent parameter is the unknown. 
Table 1. Input data for the ODE definition. 
Parameter Initial value(cm) Frequency(Hz) Range(cm) 
a  40a   5aZ   0.02a'   
b  9.50b   7bZ   0.02b'   
c  100c   11cZ   0.02c'   
d  150d   13dZ   0.02d'   
e  50e   NA Unknown 
h  7.6440h   17hZ   0.02h'   
 
Independent parameters variations are illustrated in Fig. 5. 
For clarity, oscillations amplitudes are enlarged. 
 
Fig. 5. Oscillatory variations of independent parameters. 
Integrating the ODE (4, 5) over interval > @0,10  yields the 
solution curve  t e t  illustrated in Fig 6. Here again, for 






 t s0 10
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Fig. 6. Variation of the dependent parameter caused by independent 
parameters variations. 
Computing the nominal and range values of the dependent 












 ­°  °® '  °°  ¯
 
 
Meaning that the dependent parameter can be written: 
 
5.01785  0.1228835e cm r . 
4. Conclusion 
Parameters involved in over-constrained mechanical 
structures are divided into two types: dimensional parameters 
and configuration parameters. To obtain compatibility 
equation under dimensional parameters, configuration 
parameters must be eliminating from the closed-loop 
equations. The Gröbner basis method is used to eliminate 
configuration parameters. This generic method to express 
compatibility equations is then applied on a plane six-bar 
linkage. The over-constrained equation is generated for this 
model in order to guarantee its existence of assembly. 
Moreover, a numerical application of generated compatibility 
equation is explored. 
Afterwards, the symbolic differential equations are 
obtained based on implicit function theorem. These equations 
govern the variations of the clearance between links. Since the 
set of dimensional parameters are separated into independent 
and dependent dimensional parameters, we can compute 
maximum and minimum clearance by simulating harmonic 
variations of links’ dimension. The main advantage of this 
computation is that the solution of the differential equations 
allows a fast simulation. 
Although the presented approach manages well six-bar 
linkage, more tests are required in order to enrich this method. 
Besides, the detection of parasite solution should be improved 
before a truly practical approach can be built to guarantee the 
consistency of a complex assembly such as Bennett linkage 
and Goldberg linkage. 
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